In this article, based on the works of [18] , [22] and [26] on the estimation of the survival function and the function of risk in independent cases and identically distributed with and without censorship, We manage to established the bias and variance of the density of the circular kernel. In addition, we determined the optimal window b * n of this estimator after having first established the mean square error (MSE) and mean integrated squared error (MISE) which are necessary conditions for obtaining the optimal window. Finally, we have established the asymptotic expression of the bias of the risk function of the circular kernel estimator.
Introduction
Survival analysis refers to a set of statistical techniques for processing censored data which is unknown for some of them, that a lower or higher bound and not a precise value. It represents the study of the delay of the occurrence of an event. It is called survival analysis or lifetime data analysis which is present in several areas of life among which we can mention the medicine to evaluate the effectiveness of a treatment. In demography to build life tables where these are used by actuaries to determine the amount of life insurance and life annuities, among others; actuarial tables are used when data is grouped into intervals. It is also in engineering to estimate the reliability of machines and electronic components. Survival analysis is also useful in astrophysics. Imagine that sources have been detected at a wavelength λ and that we observe at the same positions another wavelength λ . Some sources are not detected at λ because the ratio signal/noise (l /b) is too low. However, how to calculate the color distribution m − m = 2, 5 log 10 (l /l) + constant? hence the interest in physics survival analysis. This analysis is linked to an event that is the subject of a study and that is how we will be able to study its lifespan or survival.
General results on density and risk functions
In this section, we acquire various basic concepts that allow a good understanding of our work. For this purpose, we have been inspired by the founding works, articles and even courses read online. This among others include the works by: [1] , [22] , [3] , [5] and [23] .
The survival time T refers to the time elapsed since an initial moment (beginning of treatment, diagnosis, unemployment, ...) until the occurrence of an event of final interest (death of the patient, relapse, remission, healing, work, ...). It is said that the individual survives the time t if at this moment the event of final interest has not yet taken place. The variable studied is called survival time and will be marked T .
Expression of the density and risk functions in survival analysis
In what follows, it is assumed that an individual suffers once and only once a certain type of events. Observations of the occurrence (censored or uncensored) of this event in individuals constitute the samples to identify survival patterns.
Let T be the survival time that is assumed to be a positive variable. Its probability law can be defined by one of the following functions:
2.1.1. Probability density function Definition 1. The probability density function of T, denoted f (t) is defined by:
For fixed t, the probability density is interpreted as the probability that the event occurs in the short time interval ]t, t + ∆[. 
For fixed t, the risk function h is the instantaneous risk that the event occurs in the interval ]t, t + ∆[ knowing that it did not take place before time t (being in "operation" or be "alive" before time t).
Remark 1. The risk function is also called hazard function, chance rate, failure rate or survival rate.
The risk function may have different forms but is necessarily positive on R. Suppose now that T is a continuous variable, we observe that the risk function is defined by:
where S = P(T > t) is the survival function. The Hazard function characterizes the law of T because of the relation:
Cumulative risk function
Definition 3. The cumulative risk function Λ(t) is defined by:
Different forms of the risk function
In this subsection we give the main forms of law used in survival data. The usual forms of the function h are constant, monotonous (increasing or decreasing) and in the form of ∩.
Constant risk
The only distribution that has a constant h risk function is the exponential law. The probability density and the risk function h are respectively defined by the exponential law denoted ε(λ):
Monotonous risk
There are several life-time distributions with a monotonic risk function.
The parameter α is a form parameter of h and λ is a scale parameter.
Remark 2. (i) If α = 1, we obtain the exponential law W (λ, 1) = ε(λ)
(ii) If 0 < α < 1, the risk function h is decreasing from ∞ to 0 (iii) If α > 1, the risk function h is increasing from (0 to ∞).
• Gamma Law Γ(λ, β)
The probability density and the risk function are respectively defined by the Gamma law:
The parameter β is the form parameter of h and λ is scale parameter.
Remark 3. (i) If β = 1, we obtain the exponential law with parameter λ: Γ(λ, 1) = ε(λ) (ii) If β > 1, the risk function h is increasing from 0 to λ.
(iii) If 0 < β < 1, the risk function h is decreasing from ∞ to 1 λ .
Risk in
The probability density and the risk function are respectively defined by the Log-Normal law LN (µ, σ):
Remark 4. The risk function h is in the form ∩: it increases from 0 to its maximum value and then decreases to 0.
The probability density and the risk function are defined respectively by the loglogistic law:
The v parameter is a form parameter of h. For v > 1, the risk function h increases from 0 to its maximum value and then decreases to 0.
Density function estimation

Kernel estimator: case of uncensored data
The concepts used in this section come from the following documents: [19] , [17] , [11] , [24] , [9] , [20] , [3] , [20] and [23] .
Let T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n distribution function survival durations F and let V x 0 =]t 0 − bn 2 , t 0 + bn 2 [ a neighborhood of t 0 , where (b n ) n≥0 is a sequence of positive parameters called window. An estimator of the density f at the point t 0 is given by:
where F n is the empirical distribution function. We can also write it in the following form:
This writing shows a function K called kernel, which is in the form:
Hence the definition of a kernel estimator of f , for t ∈ − 1 2 , 1 2 :
where the kernel K is an application of R on R + , bounded, of integral equal to 1, symmetrical and of more b n → 0 when n → +∞.
Examples of kernels
The various kernels most used in estimating the density are:
• Epanechnikov kernel
• Quadratic kernel ∀u ∈ R, K(u) = 15 16 (1 − u 2 ) 2 1 1 |u|≤1 (10)
If we consider K bn (y) = 1 bn K( y bn ), kernel estimator f n is written:
Optimal choices of kernel K and window b n
The convergence results of the kernel estimator f n require conditions on K and b n , from which the problem of the optimal choice of (K, b n ). We pose:
It is assumed that the kernel support K is [−1, 1].
The following theorem gives the asymptotic behavior of the bias and the variance of the estimator f n .
If f is of class C 2 and K is a kernel of Parzen-Rosemblatt. So if b n → 0 and nb n → ∞, we have:
•
The choice of the optimal window b * n is done if the kernel K is given. The smoothing parameter b n is a positive real whose choice is preponderant over that of the symmetrical continuous kernel K. Choosing a value of b n too big leads to a curve that is too smooth. On the other hand, by choosing a very small smoothing parameter than the one previously adopted, the shape of the distribution changes.
Theorem 2. ([3])
Under the conditions of the theorem 1, the optimal window is:
Kernel estimator: case of censored data
The purpose of this subsection is to estimate the density of survival times T in the context of censored data.
Let T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n be a sequence of positive random variables i.i.d of distribution function F representing survival times and C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n is the sequence of random variables i.i.d representing censoring, of distribution function G. We assume that the sequence (T i ) is independent of the sequence (C i ) and we observe:
Kaplan-Meier estimator [6] of the survival function S is given by:
It can also be written in the form:
is the order statistic of the sample X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n and D (i) is the value of D i (the right censorship flag) associated with X (i) . For t > X (n) we considered 1− F n (t) = 1− F n (X (n) ) since there is no more observations after t. This estimator ( S KM (t)) of survival function was studied by [13] , [14] , [15] in the context of competing risks.
We assume that F admits a density f in relation to Lebesgue's measure proposes to estimate using the observations (X i , D i ), I = 1, ..., n. Based on the Kaplan-Meier estimator, [2] proposed an estimator of the density f by the kernel method given by:
where F n is an empirical distribution function, (b n ) n≥1 is the window with b n → 0 when n → ∞ and K a kernel of support [−1, 1]. This estimator f n has been studied in particular by [2] , [4] and [10] .
Risk function estimation
Kernel estimator: case of uncensored data
In this part, we will study an estimator of the risk function in the case of uncensored data, by the method of kernel by developing the article written by [18] .
In 1983, Henrik Ramlau-Hansen had proposed a methodology, cited by [7] , to construct an estimator h n of the risk function by smoothing. This smoothing occurs through convolution by a kernel and by use of a window b n .
Let T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n the random variables i.i.d of density f and F distribution function. The kernel estimator of the density proposed by [19] is defined by:
where F n is the empirical distribution function of T i and K a Parzen-Rosenblatt kernel of support [−1, 1] (K is bounded, integrable, symmetric, Recall that the risk function
with t ≥ 0 and F (t) < 1.
[25] studied a kernel estimator of risk function h given by:
where
then, the expression (18) can be written in the form:
is the Nelson-Aalen estimator of the cumulative hazard rate (see [12] , [1] and [13] ).
Definition 5. Let K be a bounded function of integral 1 and b n a positive window. The kernel estimator corresponding to the h hazard rate is given by:
The instants of process N jumps are T (1) , T (2) , ..., T (n) . So,
Mean and variance of the kernel estimator h n
We assumed that the support of the kernel K is [−1, 1] and 0
then for all t ≥ 0, we have:
and,
with j n (t)) = 1 1 {Y n(t)>0} .
Kernel estimation of the risk function: case of censored data
In this subsection, we drew on the work of [22] .
Let the survival durations T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n of distribution function F and density f and C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n the censorship random variables and F C their distribution function. It is assumed that T i are independent of C i for all i = 1, ..., n and we observe X i = T i ∧ C i and
We denote f X the density of X i and F X their distribution function. Recall that the kernel estimator of the risk function of T n is given by:
where X (1) , X (2) , ..., X (n) is the statistic of order and R i the rank of X i .
This estimator appeared for the first time in the work of [25] and developed [18] .
For the rest, we assume that:
(i) The risk function h is continuous and 0 < F (y) < 1.
(ii) The kernel K is symmetric, positive and K(t) = O(t −1 ) when t → +∞ and K(t)dt = 1.
Mean and variance of the estimator h n
Let
To determine the mean and the variance of h n , we need the following lemma:
For all j, we have:
and for all r < s, y < z, we have:
The following theorem gives the mean and the variance of h n .
Theorem 3. ([22])
We have:
Mean Squared Error
In statistics, the mean squared error (MSE) of an estimator θ with a parameter θ of dimension 1 is a measure characterizing the precision of this estimator. It is more often called quadratic risk. Definition 6. The mean squared error is defined by:
Mean squared error can be expressed as a function of bias and the variance of the estimator hence the following theorem:
(33) Remark 6. As the name suggests, the mean integrated squared error (MISE) is in fact the integration made on the mean squared error.
Probability Density and Risk Function of the Circular Kernel
In this section, we consider a sequence (x i ) n i=1 of random variables according to an unknown probability density f and such that f has a continuous second derivative. Moreover, we work within the strict case of non censored data.
Circular Kernel
The circular kernel still called the cosine kernel is defined by:
The expectation and variance of the circular kernel, were defined by [3] .
Proposition 3. Let X be a random variable following a circular law then its expectation and its variance are given by:
Circular kernel estimator
The density estimator probability f associated to a circular kernel is given by:
Risk function estimation of the circular kernel estimator
In this section, we are talking about estimating the risk function of the circular kernel.
Definition 7. The kernel estimator of the hazard function is defined by:
where F (.) and S(.) respectively designate the distribution and survival functions; F (.) and S(.) their respective estimators. The bias and variance of the circular kernel estimator is given by the following proposition and is the first result of this article. 
and
Proof. Let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n be random variables that are i.i.d. We then have:
We perform the following variable change: −t = x−x 1 bn .
Hence, x 1 = b n t + x. From the expression of x 1 above, we obtain:
Thus,
In an aim to obtain a simpler form, which depends only on the parameter b n , we approximate the bias formula using the Taylor-Lagrange formula:
Thus, replacing the expression of f (x + b n t) in the expression of Bias( f (x)) above, we get:
And according to our assumptions on the K kernel, we finally get:
so,
so, by replacing it in our expression above, we obtain:
Hence,
Hence the bias of f .
• Starting from the assumption of independence between the X i , we have:
By performing the −t = x−x 1 bn variable change, we get:
Finally, under the condition of having K(t) 2 dt < +∞ and for n large enough, we have:
By elsewhere,
Hence the variance of f is:
To determine the optimal window, we first need to find the MSE and the MISE of the estimator f . In statistics, the mean squared error is a way of estimating the difference between an estimator and the actual value of the quantity to be calculated. It provides a way to choose the best estimator. The proposition gives the mean squared error (MSE) and the integrated mean squared error (MISE) of the circular kernel estimator, and is therefore the second result of this paper.
Mean squared error (MSE) and mean integrated squared error (MISE)
The mean squared error (MSE) and the mean integrated squared error (MISE) of the circular kernel estimator are given by the following result: 
where I 1 = f 2 (x)dx and I 2 = f (x)dx.
Proof.
(i) According to the definition of the mean squared error, we have:
So, the M SE( f ).
(ii) We know that M ISE( f ) = M SE( f )dx, then we have:
By posing I 1 = f 2 (x)dx and I 2 = f (x)dx, we obtain:
Optimal window of the circular kernel estimator
The following result gives the optimal window of the estimator (35) and is the third result of this article:
Theorem 5. The optimal window of the kernel estimator f of the relation (35) is given by:
(39)
Proof. To determine the optimal window, we look for the value of the window which minimizes the integrated mean squared error.
For that, let's look for the value of b n that minimizes the integrated mean squared error.
According to the above proposal, we have:
By deriving M ISE( f ), we have:
By canceling the derivative above, we have:
Moreover,
As the quantities 3b 2 n 1 − 8 π 2 2 and 8nb 3 n are positive, and since I 1 and I 2 are also positive according to condition (C.4), then we conclude that the value of b n that minimizes the integrated mean squared error is:
Hence the result.
Optimal mean integrated squared error (M ISE opt )
The following result gives the optimal integrated mean squared error (M ISE opt ) of the estimator (35) and represents the 4th result of this article. Theorem 6. The optimal mean integrated squared error denoted (M ISE opt ) of the estimator (35) is given by:
.
(40)
We know that the optimal mean integrated squared error(M ISE opt ) of the estimator (35) can be written in the form:
Then, by replacing the optimal window b * n by its value, we obtain: .
Case of the risk function
The following theorem gives the bias and variance of the circular kernel risk function estimator and is the 5th result of this article.
Theorem 7. The bias and variance of the risk function estimator h of the circular kernel are respectively given by:
The expectancy of the risk function estimator of the circular kernel is:
For the calculation of the variance, under Theorem 1 and we have:
However, according to the above, we have:
So,
Applications
In this section, we want to see if our estimator is robust. For this purpose, the efficiency of the circular core density function estimator will be highlighted through the density curves and the kernel estimator which will be performed on the basis of simulated data and actual data.
Choice of the programming language
In this article, we used the programming language R not only for the simulation of our estimator but also, for the realization of our different curves. It is a programming language for manipulating data and performing statistical and graphical analysis. This Schemeinspired language and software, abbreviated as S, is distributed under the GNU (General Public License) terms. This structure is responsible for distributing and developing the R software with many other contributors from around the world.
Simulation: Case of Simulated Data
Let X be a continuous random variable whose law has the density f defined on R by:
The function f is called density function of the reduced normal centered law denoted N (0, 1). It is a positive function. If X follows a "model" distribution, it is associated with a curve: The curve above is a symmetrical curve with respect to the origin which has a bell-shaped shape. It is commonly called Gaussian curve.
The normal law is used in this subsection because it is the most commonly used probabilistic model to describe many phenomena observed in practice.
In what follows, we will generate the data from the R software to show the influence of the h smoothing parameter in evaluating the performance of the circular kernel estimator.
Result of the simulation
For a sample N = 500 , we assign the values to the smoothing parameter, which allows us to obtain the following curves:
For h = 2, we have the following curve: For h = 1, we have the following curve: For h = 0.5, we have the following curve: For h = 0.3, we have the following curve: For h = h opt , we have the following curve: For h = 0.15, we have the following curve: 
Interpretation
As a reminder, bw refers to the window or smoothing parameter that we have noted h in all our work. The density function is estimated using the circular core estimator. This estimator and the function to be estimated for the density function of the reduced normal centered law, if any, are represented according to different values of the smoothing parameter. We noticed that for every larger values of the smoothing window, our estimator has a rounded shape and approaches the line of equation y = 0 (see Figure 2 and Figure 3 ). On the other hand, for values of the window smaller and smaller, our estimator approaches the true density function of the reduced normal centered law (see Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 7 ). Thus, if the choice of the kernel is considered as having little influence on the estimator, it is not the same for the smoothing parameter. A parameter that is too weak causes the appearance of artificial details appearing on the graph of the estimator. For a value of h that is too large (see Figure 2 , Figure 3 ), the majority of the characteristics are on the contrary erased. The choice of h is therefore a central question in estimating density. Hence the importance of determining an optimal smoothing parameter. The calculation of this optimal parameter gives us for a sample of size N = 500, h opt = 0.2587, (see Figure 6 ). At this value, our estimator is almost similar to the true density, which shows us the efficiency of our estimator and so this estimator can therefore substitute for the density function of the reduced normal centered law.
Real Data Case
In this subsection, we use data collected during a survey to study the concentration of CO 2 in the atmosphere around a very active volcano called Mauna Loa in the Hawaiian Archipelago in the United States of America culminating at 4, 100 meters above level. This study was conducted between 1959 and 1997 from January to December of those years of study. The catches below present all these data expressed in ppm (parts per million): In this study, 468 data was collected. The curve of the function of the reduced normal centered law for these real data is obtained through the software R: In what follows, we will generate the data from the R software
Result of Simulation
The simulation was performed for several values of the smoothing parameter.
For h = 50, we have the following curve: For h = 20, we have the following curve: For h = 10, we have the following curve: For h = 3, we have the following curve: For h = 2, we have the following curve: For h = 1, we have the following curve: 
Interpretation
As in the case of simulated data, according to different values of the smoothing parameter,we have a curve which has a different look and tends to move away or closer to the true graph of the density function of the reduced normal centered law (see Figure 12 and Figure 13 ) represented under the basis of our 468 observations.
On the other hand, we found that at first, the density curve of the normal law is taken almost half (see Figure 10 ). And secondly, our different curves have several fluctuations and we observe rounded shapes of their representations (see Figure 14 , Figure 15 and Figure 16 ), this is due to the fact that all the different data we are working on have very small values and so we have used a smaller scale.
However, whether in the context of simulated data or in the context of real data, the estimation of probability densities by the kernel method requires a reliable estimation of the smoothing parameter. The choice of the window remains so paramount. The quality of non-parametric kernel-based estimators is closely related. Hence the importance is given to the determination of an appropriate smoothing window to remain in perfect adequacy in the handling of our raw data.
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we have established the bias and variance of circular kernel density. In addition, we have determined the optimal b * n window of this estimator after first establishing the mean squared error (MSE) and the mean integrated squared error (MISE) of this estimator. Finally, we have established the asymptotic expression of the bias of the circular kernel risk function estimator. This work is part of the continuity of the work of [18] , [22] and [26] on the estimation of the survival function and the risk function in independent cases and identically distributed with and without censorship.
Through simulated data and real data, we have shown that the curve of the nonparametric estimator of the density function of the circular kernel is confounded with that for the optimal window this which proves the efficiency of our estimator.
However, some improvements remain to be done in this article. Indeed, it is a question of establishing the confidence intervals of the kernel estimator of the density function and the risk function of the circular kernel; to redo this work in the context of asymmetric nuclei and if possible to extend the study of the estimation of the conditional risk function in the case of the discrete nucleus.
